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1. Aim of the research work

In modern applications, high strength steels are often utilised to increase the load

bearing capacity of components. For safe design it is also necessary that these

steels have an adequate fracture toughness.

The mechanical properties of high strength structural steels are a result of the

production process. In consequence, they are strongly related to the microstructure.

Therefore, the aim of the research work in the Microtough project is to develop and

apply a new method of quantitative correlation between microstructural parameters

and characteristic fracture toughness values. This correlation will on the one hand

help for the design of new structural steels with high toughness. On the other hand, it

shall allow to characterise the fracture toughness of steel without performing

expensive fracture mechanics tests.

The research work is carried out in the full temperature range from lower to upper

shelf. As both RVVTH Aachen University and MPA Uni Stuttgart concentrate on

ductile fracture behaviour in their research work, the focus of the presentation lies in

the upper shelf.
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2. Microstructural parameters of the Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman model

The correlation of microstructural parameters with upper shelf fracture toughness

values can be performed by employing damage models like the Gurson-Tvergaard-

Needleman (GTN) [GTN1, GTN2, GTN3, GTN4] or the Rousselier [Rou] model as

these models contain microstructural parameters.

The major part of the GTN model is a yield potential considering void nucleation and

growth, equation :
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with:

UV: deviatoric stresses,

UH hydrostatic stresses,

(TY: yield strength,

q1, q2, q3: model parameters,

f': modified void volume fraction.

The GTN yield potential is employed in numerical simulations instead of the von

Mises potential. When the material starts to deform plastically, the equation 0= is

solved, so that for each stress state, the modified void volume f* can be calculated.

For f*=O, the GTN potential and the von Mises potential are identic.

The void volume fraction in equation I is modified to consider the accelerated loss of

strength in a structure when damage has reached a critical value t. Figure shows

the correlation between the specific void volume content f and the modified void

volume content f*. For void volume contents lower than fc, f and f* are identic, but for

larger void volume contents than fc, f* is accelerated by the factor K.

In numerical simulations, elements collapse when the modified void volume content

f' has reached the ultimate modified void volume content t*. This value is depending
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on the model parameters q3 which are proposed to be ql=1.5, q2=1.0 and q3=2.25.

In this case, fu* is 0667, but the model parameters may also be fitted.
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Figure 1-: Correlation between f and f*

In the GTN model, the void volume content of the damaged structure is divided into

two groups: volume content of grown up initial voids t and volume content of newly

nucleated voids fN. The value can be linked to microstructure as it is in many cases

assumed that inclusions play the role of initial voids. Then, the inclusion content and

the initial void content are the same. The volume content of newly nucleated voids N

cannot be linked to microstructure as easy as the parameter as it is not an "initial"

value. For the GTN model, it is assumed that new voids nucleate at a characteristic

equivalent plastic strain EN with a specific standard deviation SN. Usually, only one of

the parameters and fN is used for the numerical simulations with the GTN model to

minimise the number of parameters, but the selection of these parameters should

better be related to the microstructure. For instance, the parameter fo should be

chosen for steels with sufficiently high inclusion content, whereas for clean steels, the

parameter fN should be employed.
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3. Dimple and inclusion size distribution in the selected steels

For the Microtough project, five base materials were selected. Two of them are

subject of this presentation. Steel S355N is a normalized grade with a ferritic-pearlitic

microstructure and a relatively low upper shelf fracture toughness compared to other

modern steels of the sam'e strength level. The quenched and tempered pressure

vessel steel P460Q has a ferritic-bainitic microstructure. Both strength and toughness

are higher in steel P460Q than in steel S355N.

In order to investigate the effect of inclusions and precipitates on upper shelf fracture

toughness, the size distributions of inclusions and dimples on ductile fracture

surfaces have been measured for the selected grades. The inclusion size distribution

has been determined by means of light optical microscopy. The surfaces of unloaded

polished specimens have been scanned at a magnification of 1000x, and an

automatic image analysis system has detected the inclusions by comparing the grey

values. Both the inclusion content and the density have been measured, figure 2.
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Figure 2 Inclusion content and inclusion density for the selected materials
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Steel S355N has an inclusion volume content of 020% and a density of about 800

inclusionS/MM2, whereas steel P460Q has a lower inclusion volume content of

0. I%, but a higher density of about 1550 inclusions MM2. So the inclusions in steel

P460Q must be significantly smaller than in steel S355N, as about double as many

inclusions make up only about half of the inclusion volume content.

For the determination of size distributions of dimples on facture surfaces, ductile

fracture surfaces have been scanned with a SEM. Afterwards, transparencies have

been fixed on the SEM prints. Then the borderlines of the dimples were marked on

the transparencies so that the automatic image analysis system could be employed

to measure the size distribution shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3 Cumulative size distribution of dimples on ductile fracture surfaces

Obviously the dimples in steel S355N are large compared to steel P4600. In SEM

investigations, some of the large dimples in steel S355N contained inclusions,

whereas in steel P460Q, one could hardly find any inclusions in the dimples. Figure 4

shows two of the SEM photos that were employed for the determination of the size
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distribution of the dimples. The difference in dimple size for the two selected steels is

obvious.

Left side:
Ductile fracture sur-
face of steel S355N

Right side:
Ductile fracture sur-
face of steel P460Q

Figure 4 Dimples on fracture surfaces at a magnification of 2800x

The contribution of different classes of equivalent diameter to the size distributions of

dimples and inclusions is presented in figure for both materials. In steel P460Q, the

largest contribution for both dimples and inclusions appears at equivalent diameters

between 0.5 [tm and 2 tm, whereas steel S355N also contains considerable

amounts of dimples and inclusions with larger equivalent diameters than 12 jtm.
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Figure 5: Contribution of classes of equivalent diameter to the size distributions of

voids and inclusions
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4. Choice and determination of microstructural parameters

Due to the sufficient inclusion size and volume content of steel S355N the parameter

to was selected for the simulations with the GTN model for this material. Voids

preferably nucleate at inclusions in steels with sufficient inclusion volume content, so

it is assumed that the initial void volume content and the inclusion volume content are

the same. Therefore, the value f = 020% was selected for steel S355N.

Steel P460Q contains much smaller inclusions than steel S355N. Also the dimples

on ductile fracture surfaces are much smaller for the quenched and tempered steel.

This may indicate that under an increasing load, the voids nucleate only closely

before fracture offset of a structure made of this steel. In consequence it is preferable

to select the parameter fN for the simulations with the GTN model.

The parameter fi annot be determined from microstructural investigations like the

parameter t. It has to be fitted instead by comparing simulations with experiments.

Nevertheless, the characteristic equivalent plastic strain EN where most of the new

voids nucleate can be determined experimentally with the Direct Current Potential

Drop (DCPD) technique.

The characteristic strain N is determined experimentally in tensile tests with notched

specimens. During the test, a constant direct current of 10A flows through the

specimen which has therefore to be isolated electrically against the testing machine.

When the diameter of the specimen decreases due to the mechanical load, the

specimen's electrical resistance increases, so that also the voltage has to be

increased to keep constant the current of 10A. During the test, the potential

difference between the two halfs f the specimen is measured. It stays nearly

constant during the elastic deformation, and when the elastic limit is reached, it

increases rapidly.

At the moment of nucleation of new voids a buckling in the potential difference plot

appears as the electrical resistance of the specimen suddenly increases. In order to

stop the next test at void nucleation, the load belonging to this buckling in the

potential plot is taken from the test. For the calculation of the characteristic equivalent
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plastic strain EN, the Bridgman correction is employed. The notch diameter of the

specimen belonging to the test stopped at void nucleation is measured optically.

Figure 6 shows how CN=0.21 0 was determined for steel P460Q.
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Figure 6 The DCPD technique for the determination of the characteristic

equivalent plastic strain N

5. Application of the GTN model for the prediction of upper shelf fracture

toughness based on microstructural parameters

The flow chart in figure shows how characteristic upper shelf fracture bughness

values can be derived from microstructural parameters and tensile tests in

combination with numerical simulations. First, the selected microstructural

parameters have to be determined from metallographical investigations, and tensile

tests have to performed in order to derive the material's flow curve. The model

parameters qj, 2 and q3 should be adapted from the suggestions in literature [Tve].

In a second step, a simulation of a tensile test with a notched round specimen has to

be performed. By omparing the load - diameter reduction curves from experiments

and simulations, the microstructural parameters can be checked:
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If both curves from simulation and experiment fit well together, the parameter

set is verified. In this case, a simulation of a facture toughness test can be

performed using this parameter set to calculate the physical crack initiation

value.

2. If the two curves from experiment and simulation do not fit well together, the

microstructural parameters are not verified. An iterative process has to start

then to find the new parameters. In consequence, the relation between

microstructure and fracture toughness is lost here. The fitted parameters have

to be verified as well, so that a simulation of a tensile test with a notched round

specimen of another notch geometry has to be performed in a next step. Once

again, the curves from experiment and simulation have to be compared to

each other to prove that the selected parameter set is valid. Using this

parameter set again, a simulation of a fracture mechanics test can be

performed to calculate the crack initiation value.

.. ............ ........

Simulatiom Experiment:
Tensile test, Comparison Tensile test,

notched specimen, notched specimen,
geometry #1 geometry #1

1. Parameters verified! 2. Parameters
fitted!

Parameter

verification

Simulation of a fracture mechanics test for the calculation of il

Figure 7 Flow chart for the prediction of characteristic upper shelf fracture

toughness values
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6. Results

For steel S355N a characteristic upper shelf crack initiation value of 124 N/mm was

measured in fracture toughness tests. The iterative method was applied to determine

this experimental value. SEM investigations were performed to check that first

dimples could be found on the fracture surfaces. Additionally, the crack initiation

value JiDCPD = 114 N/mm has been determined with the DCPD technique to confirm

the results of the iterative method.

The microstructural parameters determined in metallographical investigations have

been verified after the simulation of a tensile test with a notched round specimen

when the curves from experiment and simulation were compared to each other.

During the simulation of a fracture mechanics test, the crack initiation value

Jisim = 143 N/mrn was calculated. The results for steel S355N are summarized in

figure 8. Obviously, the prediction of the physical crack initiation value was

successful for this material.

Microstructural parameters: f=0.002, f=0.04
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Figure 8: Results for steel S355N
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The physical crack initiation value = 104 Nlmm was measured for steel P460Q in

fracture toughness tests by applying the iterative method. Once again SEM

investigations were performed to prove that first dimples could be found on fracture

surfaces, and also the 4DCPD-value of 80 N/rnm value was determined experimentally

to confirm the characteristic crack initiation value from the iterative method.

For steel P460Q, the parameter EN = 021 was determined experimentally, but the

parameters fi and SN still had to be fitted by comparing experimental and simulated

load - diameter reduction curves of tensile tests with notched round specimens.

When a valid set of parameters fi and SN was identified, another tensile test with a

notched round specimen of a different notch geometry was simulated with the same

parameters. As the simulated curve and the experimental one again agreed with

each other, figure the verification of the parameter set was successful, so that the

crack initiation value Ji,,im = 200 N/mm could be calculated by simulating a fracture

mechanics test. For steel P460Q, the experimental crack initiation values and the

results from modelling do obviously not fit together as well as for steel S355N.

Microstructural parameters: pi,=0.21 fN-0.003, SN-0.1
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Figure 9 Results for steel P460Q
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7. Summary and discussion

The aim of RWTH's work in the European research project "Microtough" was to apply

the upper shelf damage model by Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman for the prediction of

upper shelf crack initiation values and to determine model parameters in

microstructural investigations in order to avoid rifting of parameter sets. The results

for two structural steels with different microstructures and strength levels have been

presented.

For the two steels, the upper shelf fracture behaviour and the size distribution of

inclusions have been characterised for the selection of the model parameters. Steel

S355N contains a relatively homogeneous distribution of inclusions which are

responsible for the nucleation of primary voids. Compared to steel P460Q, the

dimples on fracture surfaces are significantly larger, and SEM investigations showed

that some of the dimples were still filled with inclusions. Therefore it was assumed

that the inclusions play the role of initial voids. For modelling with the GTN model, the

parameter o (initial void volume content) was selected for steel S355N. This

parameter was determined in microstructural investigations by applying an automatic

image analysis system which determined the inclusion volume content. Simulations

of a tensile test with a notch round specimen and a fracture mechanics test with a

C(T) specimen were successful, and the experimental crack initiation values Aiterative

and JiDCPD fitted together with the model prediction Jsim.

The inclusion sizes as well as the inclusion volume content are much smaller in steel

P460Q than in steel S355N, and SEM investigations showed that also the dimples on

fracture surfaces are significantly smaller. It was concluded that for steel P460Q, the

relation between the inclusions and the nucleation sites of voids can be neglected for

modelling. In consequence, the parameter fN (volume content of newly nucleated

voids nucleating at a characteristic equivalent plastic strain N with a specific

standard deviation SN) has been selected for the simulations of tensile tests with

notched round specimens and fracture mechanics tests with C(T) specimens. The

parameters fi and N cannot be determined in microstructural investigations, but for

the determination of the parameter EN, the DCPD technique has been applied
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successfully in tensile tests with notched round specimens. Different simulations of

these tensile tests with notched round specimens of different notch geometries have

been performed for the fitting of the parameters fi and SN and for the verification of

the selected parameter set. It was shown that the determination of the parameter N

with the DCPD technique was performed succesfully as the experimental load -

diameter reduction curves fitted together quite well with the curves precited by the

simulations. Also for steel P460Q a simulation of a fracture mechanics test with a

C(T) specimen has been performed. The experimental load - crack opening

displacement curve and the curve resulting from the simulation agreed with each

other, but the prediction of the characteristic upper shelf crack initiation value Ji

failed.

The investigations showed that it is possible to determine parameters of the GTN

model in microstructural investigations in case that the rricrostructural properties are

distributed homogeneously through the material. Also the parameter EN can be

determined experimentally by applying the DCPD technique. In some cases, the

prediction of characteristic upper shelf crack initiation values with the GTN model

fails although the parameter sets have been verified in simulations of tests different

from fracture mechanics tests. This may result from the mesh size dependence of the

crack initiation values predicted by the GTN model. The investigations have also

shown that the fracture behaviour of the test material should be kept into account by

the selection of the model parameters as the differences in fracture behaviour can be

significant for different structural steels.

8. Outlook

In future, the investigations will also be performed for the steel grades P690Q and

S890Q. Additionally, the simulation of a fracture mechanics test with a C(T)

specimen made of steel P460Q will be repeated with a pre-damaged element so that

the experimental and numerical J-values will better agree with each other.
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